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The proof of Proposition 9 in Archimedes’ On the Sphere and the Cylinder, Book I, contains an unproved
statement that has been referred to as a “lacuna.” Most editors and experts in Archimedean texts have agreed
on the existence of this gap and have oﬀered diﬀerent proofs for the statement, some of them with incomplete or
even incorrect arguments. In this paper, I oﬀer arguments of a mathematical, historical, and textual nature that
show that it is not necessary to assume the presence of any gap in the text.
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Resum
La demostracio´ de la proposicio´ 9 del llibre primer de Sobre l’esfera i el cilindre d’Arquimedes conte´ una
aﬁrmacio´ sense prova, una “llacuna,” segons la denominacio´ d’un historiador de la matema`tica. Hi ha un acord
gairebe´ una`nime entre la majoria d’editors d’Arquimedes i d’experts en la seva obra sobre l’existe`ncia d’aquest
buit demostratiu. Molts, a me´s, han procurat omplir-lo amb demostracions variades, algunes d’incompletes o
directament incorrectes. En aquest article presento arguments teo`rics, histo`rics i textuals que permetrien justi-
ﬁcar l’abse`ncia de prova i, per tant, tancar el debat sobre aquesta “llacuna.”
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1 All through this article I use Netz’s translations for the original texts by Archimedes and
Eutocius. Whenever I deviate from these translations, this is explicitly mentioned in footnotes.
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Proposition 9 of Archimedes’ On the Sphere and the Cylinder, Book I 569Let the arc2 ABC be bisected at B, and let AB, CB, DB be joined; so the triangles ABD,
BCD will be greater than the triangle ADC. [Netz, 2004, 64].The absence of a proof for this statement, to which from here on I will refer as UPS (for
“Unproved Statement”), has intrigued many translators and commentators of the text as
well as modern historians of mathematics. Some of them have tried to ﬁll the presumed
gap, from the ﬁrst commentator, Eutocius, up to the most recent translator, Reviel Netz.
But nobody has been able to explain the reason that could have driven Archimedes to omit
the proof. Moreover, as J. L. Berggren [1977, 3] states, except for a proof proposed by
himself, the diﬀerent proofs that have been suggested are all independent of the ﬁrst eight
propositions of Book I. Berggren’s article contains an excellent review of all these diﬀerent
proposals, to which I refer the reader for details.
In this paper, I introduce a diﬀerent way of approaching the question, which will allow
us to conclude that there is no gap in SC at all. Indeed, I will show that there are reasons
for thinking that Archimedes found UPS evident, and that this is why he did not ﬁnd it
necessary to provide a proof.3 I will sustain my claim with three diﬀerent types of argu-
ments: mathematical (Section 1), historical (Section 2), and textual (Section 3). My conclu-
sions in Section 4 include a reﬂection on the consequences that the existence of a gap in
Proposition 9 would have, especially for our opinion of Archimedes’ style of deduction.
1. Mathematical arguments
UPS can be reformulated in these terms: MADC < MADB + MBDC (cf. Fig. 1a).4 This
statement can be proved in a rather straightforward way if AC > AB = BC, since all three
triangles are isosceles, and their sides incident to D are equal, as they are generatrices of the
cone. Moreover, the base of ADC is smaller than the sum of the bases of ADB and BDC,
and the height of ADC is smaller than the heights of ADB and BDC.5 Consequently, the
area of ADC must be smaller than the sum of the areas of the other two triangles, as stated
by UPS.tz translates ABC peqi/έqeia as “circumference ABC,” which is consistent with his translation
ia. In order to avoid any confusion, I translate the term as “arc.”
viously, there is another possible reason not to prove UPS: UPS was proved in an earlier
k mathematical work that has not survived.
hall refer both to the angle whose sides are AB and BC and to its arc as \ABC. MABC will
te the area of the triangle whose vertices are A, B, C.
e base AC is smaller than the sum of AB and BC, as these three segments form a triangle
ents I.20). The height of the triangle ADC is smaller than the heights of the equal triangles ADB
DC, since isosceles triangles have equal sides except for the base, and the triangles with the
er bases (namely, AB and BC) have the greater heights (Elements III.14–15). It is worth noting
the fact that triangular conical sections containing the vertex of the cone are isosceles with
ical equal sides plays an essential role in the proof of the immediately preceding Proposition 8
.I. For a Greek mathematician all the above would have been even more obvious: the image of
en pair of compasses forms an isosceles triangle, and the more open are the legs, the shorter is
eight of the triangle formed. Alternatively, when an isosceles triangle is drawn from two radii of
umference (a construction which was very present in Greek mathematics because of the use of
s), it is easy to realize that the smaller the base, the greater is the height of the triangle. Finally,
ct that in Greek the right cone is called an “isosceles cone”, ἰrorϰekέB ϰώmoB, indicates that
k mathematicians were accustomed to imagining isosceles triangles in a right cone.
Fig. 1. (a) Three-dimensional representation of the diagram in Proposition 9 of SC, Book I. (b) The
same, with both possible locations for the bisecting point of arc ABC indicated: B and B0.
570 R. Masia`-FornosThis simple proof runs into an important objection: point B is not unambiguously
determined. AC may refer to two diﬀerent arcs of the base circle; on which of these arcs
is B supposed to be taken? Our proof is correct when B lies on the smaller arc (since in
this case AC > AB = BC). Is it also necessary to consider the other case (namely, point
B0 in Fig. 1b)? A glance at Proposition 9 allows us to discard this option. It must be proved
that the area of the triangle ADC is smaller than the area of the surface of the cone cut oﬀ
by this triangle. There are two possible surfaces: ADCB (this we will call Case 1) and ADCB0
(Case 2). The surface ADCB is trivially smaller than the surface ADCB0. Therefore, once we
have proved Proposition 9 for Case 1, it follows immediately for Case 2: MADC <
ADCB < ADCB0. Thus we may assume that Archimedes found it suﬃcient to consider only
Case 1. Since for Case 1 we always have AC > AB = BC,6 and we have seen above that
UPS can be proved in a rather straightforward way if this inequality holds, it follows that
it is plausible that Archimedes, since he only considered Case 1, would not have found it
necessary to provide a proof for UPS.
In short, the above implicit logical sequence that transforms UPS into a triviality starts
in the statement of Proposition 9: Archimedes realizes that he only needs to consider Case
1, since Case 2 follows trivially from Case 1. As a result, also UPS needs to be proved only
for Case 1, that is, for the case AC > AB = BC. Since the proof for this situation is simple,
Archimedes decides that it may be omitted.2. Historical arguments
Starting from Eutocius, the ﬁrst commentator on Archimedes’ works, up to Reviel Netz,
the author of the most recent English translation initiated in 2004, many editors and his-
torians of mathematics have noticed the absence of a proof for UPS and have made
attempts to furnish one. Berggren’s article [1977] contains a broad review of a number
of proofs furnished by modern editors and historians. In this section I will present some
further proofs (two ancient ones and a very recent one) to supplement Berggren’s review.6 It is important to note, however, that for Case 2 we may both have AC > AB = BC and
AC 6 AB = BC. The latter situation occurs when arc AB0C is very large, as depicted, for example, in
the diagram given by Heiberg and Mugler (see Fig. 3b).
Fig. 2. (a) Three-dimensional representation of Eutocius’ proof: triangle ADB “falls” on the plane
ADC by rotating it around the axis AD, and point B falls on point Z. AD, ZD and CD are radii of the
same circle around centre D in this plane, of which AZC is an arc. (b) Two-dimensional repre-
sentation of the same in the plane that contains triangle ADC.
Proposition 9 of Archimedes’ On the Sphere and the Cylinder, Book I 571We will see that proofs of earlier commentators, speciﬁcally Eutocius in the 6th century and
al-Tusi in the 13th, who were closer to Archimedes and his mathematical skills, accepted,
implicitly or explicitly, that AC > AB = BC. From this we may conclude that they only
considered Case 1. On the other hand, many of the later commentators and translators
(starting with Isaac Barrow in the 17th century) seem convinced that, as Reviel Netz writes,
“the proof will apply to both [cases], of course” [Netz, 2004, 67]. The case of Eutocius, the
main commentator on Archimedes in antiquity, is particularly interesting. Later editors
and historians of mathematics seem not to have understood his proof, basically because
they did not contemplate that Eutocius assumed that AC > AB = BC without mentioning
or justifying this explicitly.
Some authors (Heiberg, Dijksterhuis, Mugler, Berggren, and Netz) have tried to show
that Eutocius’ proof is incomplete, incomprehensible, or inacceptable. But assuming that
only Case 1 must be treated (and hence that AC > AB = BC), Eutocius’ argument is ﬂaw-
less (cf. Fig. 2a): He moves triangle ADB to the plane that contains triangle ADC—we could
also say that he lets triangle ADB fall on the above-mentioned plane by rotating it around
the axis AD. In this way, the resulting triangle ADZ, equal to ADB, shares a side with the
coplanar triangle ADE, where E is the middle point of AC. Moreover (cf. Fig. 2b),
\ADE < \ADZ < \ADC,7 and Z cannot be inside triangle EDC, since DZ is equal to
DC. Therefore segment DZ must cut segment EC in a point N. Now, it is easy to see not7 The ﬁrst inequality follows from the fact that the solid angle at D is contained by the three plane
angles \ADC, \ADB, and \BDC, so that by Elements XI.20 each of these is smaller than the other
two; thus we have \ADE ¼ 12\ADC < 12 ð\ADBþ \BDCÞ ¼ \ADZ. The second inequality follows
from the assumption that AZ ¼ AB < AC and Elements I.25.
Fig. 3. (a) Eutocius’ diagram to his commentary on Proposition 9 from Netz [2004, 256]. (b)
Eutocius’ diagram as it appears in the editions by Heiberg [1910–1915, v. II, 25] and Mugler [1970, v.
IV, 26]. Since Netz has critically edited the diagrams, we may assume that they are quite close to the
original ones by Archimedes and Eutocius. As usual in Greek mathematics (Netz has thoroughly
studied the question in Netz [1999b]), the diagram in (a) does not respect our metrical conventions
(i.e., E seems not to be the middle point of the arc AC), but in any case it is clear that Eutocius does
not place point Z on the circumference. Heiberg and Mugler deviate from Eutocius’ arrangement
not only by placing Z on the circumference, but also by adjusting the lengths of the sides of triangle
ABC so that AB ¼ BZ > AC.
572 R. Masia`-Fornosonly that triangle ADZ has a greater area than ADE, but also that it even contains it, since
we have MADE < MADN < MADZ.8
I here reproduce Eutocius’ proof fromNetz [2004, 256], with my comments in footnotes,
in order to show the correctness of his arguments under the assumption that AC > AB ¼
BC. Eutocius’ original diagram as edited by Netz is reproduced in Fig. 3a; corresponding
diagrams satisfying modern metrical conventions are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b.8 On
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stepsFor since there is a solid angle, the <angle> at D, the <angles contained> by ADB, BDC
are greater than the <angle contained> by ADC,9 and if we join <a line> from the vertex
to the bisection of the base, as DE (which is then perpendicular to AC), the <angle con-
tained> by ADB will be greater than the <angle contained> by ADE. Now let the <angle
contained> by ADZ be set up equal to the <angle contained> by ADB,10 and, setting DZ
equal to DC,11 let AZ be joined. Now since two <sides> are equal to two <sides>, but also
angle to angle, triangle ABD, too, is equal to triangle ADZ,12 which is greater than the
<triangle> ADE;13 therefore triangle ABD, too, is greater than the <triangle> ADE.ly when this article was in print I learned of the review of Volume 1 of Netz’s edition of
imedes’ works by Nathan Sidoli (Aestimatio 1 (2004) 148–162). Sidoli gives a proof similar to
ne I have suggested above, but does not seem to notice that it is only correct in the case
AB = BC.
clid, Elements XI.20 (Netz’s footnote).
tocius now sets up a new triangle ADZ in which the angle ADZ is equal to angle ADB.
e fact that Eutocius chooses side DZ equal to side DC gives us a ﬁrst clue to the fact that the
r wants to work on the plane containing ADC.
clid, Elements I.4 (Netz’s footnote).
e have seen above how Eutocius could have proved that MADE < MADZ. Since the property
e easily seen from his ﬁgure, Eutocius may have considered it unnecessary to provide the single
of the reasoning.
Fig. 4. Cone with triangular sections as it appears in Netz’s edition of the diagram illustrating
Archimedes’ proof.
Proposition 9 of Archimedes’ On the Sphere and the Cylinder, Book I 573It is interesting to compare the original diagrams of Archimedes (Fig. 4) and Eutocius
(Fig. 3a) as edited by Netz with the editions of Eutocius’ diagram by Heiberg and Mugler
(Fig. 3b). Archimedes, as usual, seems to ignore metrical conventions and is satisﬁed by
constructing a regular polygon (in this case a triangle) inscribed inside a circle. From this
we cannot decide whether he had in mind Case 1 or Case 2 (or both). Eutocius seems to
draw his ﬁgure for the case AC > AB ¼ BC, whereas the modern editors seem to focus
on the case AC < AB ¼ BC. Moreover, for no obvious reason, they interpret Z in Eutocius’
diagram as a point on the circumference ABC.
The origin of this confusion is, of course, the uncertainty concerning the location of
point Z added to the uncertainty concerning the location of point B. However, although
Netz [2004, 256, note 54] states that “the diagram represents a three-dimensional structure,
and the appearance of containment is meaningless,” we can be certain that Eutocius’ dia-
gram does not place Z in the plane of the circumference ABC, and we have evidence for
thinking that he places it in the plane which contains triangle ADC. In any case, Eutocius’
diagram is a particularly complex one, since it contains a three-dimensional representation
and, also, two planes that intersect on line AC.
Eutocius’ commentary on SC.I was known to scholars in the Islamic world, as witnessed
by the 10th-century Muslim bibliographer Ibn al-Nadim. The Persian scholar Nasir al-Din
al-Tusi (1201–1274) incorporated into his own commentary on SC.I parts of Eutocius’
commentary on that book [Sezgin, 1997, 188] and provided the ﬁrst proof of UPS after
Eutocius. Could Nasir al-Din have known Eutocius’ proof? Maybe, but—although he
clearly did not simply copy any part of Eutocius—he states explicitly that AC > AB ¼
BC (indicated in italics in the following translation of his proof), which Eutocius had
assumed implicitly:1414 Professor Berggren informed me that some time after he published his paper [Berggren, 1977],
Wilbur Knorr pointed out to him al-Tusi’s proof [al-Tusi, 1940, 36], to ﬁll the gap. Professor
Berggren provided me very kindly with all the information about Eutocius’ proof in the Arabic
world included in this article and prepared for me the following translation of al-Tusi’s proof. This
proof is in fact the same as that oﬀered in the ﬁrst case of Veselovskii’s proof in Berggren [1977, 3].
Only very recently, I have been able to inspect the original diagram in the Hyderabad edition of
al-Tusi’s commentary on Archimedes’ Proposition 9. It shows the situation AC > AB ¼ BC, similar
to Eutocius’ diagram, and does not copy Archimedes’ diagram, in which AC ¼ AB ¼ BC.
Fig. 5. My reconstruction of the three-dimensional diagram accompanying Netz’s proof.
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574 R. Masia`-Fornos[. . .] the two triangles, ABD, BGD are greater than triangle AGD, that is because the
perpendicular from the center of the circle onto AB, the shorter [chord], is longer than
the perpendicular from it [the center] onto AG, the longer. And the altitude of triangle
DAB, i.e. the perpendicular from D onto AB—which is equal in square to [the sum of
the squares of] the ﬁrst perpendicular, the longer, and the axis—is longer than the alti-
tude of triangle DAG, i.e. the perpendicular from D onto AG, which is equal in square to
[the sum of the squares of] the second, shorter, perpendicular and the axis. And the alti-
tude[s] of the two triangles, DBG and DAB, are equal to each other because their [i.e. the
two triangles’] corresponding sides are equal to each other. And also, AB and BG
together, are longer than AG. And so the [rectangular] surface resulting from one of
the two altitudes of the two triangles, DAB15 and DGB, and half of their two bases [taken
together], i.e. of the two triangles together, is greater much greater than the [rectangular]
surface resulting from the altitude of triangle DAG in half its base, i.e. triangle DAG.In his article [1977] Berggren also collected various modern attempts to prove UPS,
namely those by E. Nizze (1824),16 E. J. Dijksterhuis (1956), C. Mugler (1970–1972),
and I. N. Veselovskii (1957).
Reviel Netz adapts Dijksterhuis’s proof [Netz, 2004, 64, note 69] but avoids the problem
arising when \ADB > 90 (as Berggren rightly points out, this case was not taken into
account by Dijksterhuis’s proof). Netz’s clever argument is wholly three-dimensional: he
compares directly the triangles that we have named ADE and ADB (see Fig. 5). The ﬁrst
has base DE and height AE, and the second base DB and height AW. DE is smaller than
DB, but also AE is smaller than AW, since AE is perpendicular to the plane BDE and, there-
fore, is the shortest distance between A and the plane.
Berggren [1977, 4] remarks that all the proofs for UPS that he collected (and in my opin-
ion we may here also include the one by Netz), “are completely disjointed from what has
preceded Proposition 9 <in the SC>.” He provides a diﬀerent proof that is “an easy con-
sequence of a remark Archimedes makes in Proposition 3.” Curiously enough, this remarke text [i.e., al-Tusi, 1940] has a typographic error: TAB (Berggren’s footnote).
cording to Berggren, this was the earliest correct proof. However, I think that K. F. Hauber
ber, 1798, 13, Figs. 10 and 10b.] preceded him by 26 years. Nizze [1824, 50, and Fig. 61.a] seems
roduce Hauber’s proof without mentioning his source.
Proposition 9 of Archimedes’ On the Sphere and the Cylinder, Book I 575by Archimedes has no proof in the Archimedean text but, once again, Eutocius supplies the
proof (and in this case nobody has objected to it). Although Berggren does not quote the
exact text of Archimedes, it is not diﬃcult to locate it [Netz, 2004, 48, step 17; proof of
Eutocius on p. 254].3. Textual arguments
Finally, there are other clues, mainly textual, that conﬁrm that Archimedes considers
only Case 1.
Proposition 12 of SC gives us a ﬁrst clue: in the words of Reviel Netz [2004, 67], “the way
in which Proposition 9 will be used inside that corollary of [Proposition] 12 implies that
Archimedes has in mind here [i.e., in Proposition 9] only the smaller surface.” The corollary
of Proposition 12 is the only proposition in SC that makes use of Proposition 9. Since it
clearly uses the proposition only for Case 1 (i.e., for the smaller surface), we may be
inclined to think that Archimedes only needed to consider Case 1 of Proposition 9.
Netz also furnishes another clue, an important textual fact: “Archimedes uses the deﬁnite
article for this surface (i.e., the conical surface cut oﬀ by a triangle), so he thinks of it as if it
were uniquely deﬁned” [my italics]. It is interesting to compare this use of the article with its
use, for example, in Proposition 28. In this proposition, a conical surface is circumscribed
on a sphere, and the ﬁgure is cut in two by a plane. Archimedes proves a property for one
of the two parts, to which he refers explicitly with the deﬁnite article, as in Proposition 9. It
is obvious for the reader that the proof is the same for the other part, but immediately after-
wards Archimedes states: “in the same way, the surface of the remaining section is smaller
[. . .]”. So although the proof is trivially valid for both sections of the ﬁgure, Archimedes
feels compelled to say so explicitly. Therefore, we may conclude that when he uses the def-
inite article only one object is referred to.
Besides the use of the deﬁnite article, the expression used for the surface also suggests
that Archimedes only considers the smallest one: sῆB lesanὺ sῶm ἐpὶ sὴm ϰoqtuὴm
ἐpifetv0eirῶm, that is, “<the surface of the cone> between the <lines> joined to the ver-
tex.” This expression is diﬀerent from what one would expect, especially because it does not
refer to the whole boundary of the surface (i.e., the lines AD and CD together with the arc
ABC), but only to the two lines.17 This unusual expression with lesanύ is only found in
Propositions 9, 10, 11, and 12, in which it refers either to a cylindrical or to a conical sur-
face “between <two lines>.” These expressions with lesanύ coexist in Propositions 11 and
12 with other expressions with the same meaning. This is the case for the expression in the
protasis18 of Proposition 11: ἡ ἀposelmolέmg ϰtkimdqiϰὴ ἐpiuάmeia ὑpo` sῶm AC, BD17 Heiberg [1910–1915, 31, note 1] tries to normalize the expression sῆB ἐpiuameίaB sῆB ϰxmiϰῆB sῆB
lesanὺ sῶm ADC (“the conical surface between the <lines> ADC”) used in the proposition to
indicate the surface that is cut oﬀ, by completing it with ϰaὶ sῆB ABC peqiueqeίaB (“and the arc
ABC”); he argues that Archimedes uses this addition to indicate the complete boundary of the
surface in Proposition 10. In my opinion, Archimedes’ text does not support this interpretation:
there are 23 occurrences of the term lesanύ in SC with an identical meaning (all appearing in
Propositions 9, 10, 11, and 12), and only Heiberg’s example speciﬁes the whole boundary of the
surface. In contrast, the most usual occurrence is sῆB lesanὺ sῶm <two lines>, i.e. “the <conical
surface> between <two lines>.”
18 Protasis is one of the six parts of Proclus’ scheme for the analysis of a mathematical proposition:
protasis, ekthesis, diorismos, kataskeue, apodeixis, and sumperasma [Netz, 1999a, 285].
576 R. Masia`-Fornoseὐ0eiῶm leίfxm ἐrsὶm soῦ ACBD paqakkgkocqάllot, i.e., “the cylindrical surface cut oﬀ
by the lines AC, BD is greater than the parallelogram ACBD.” In the diorismos of the same
proposition the expression is slightly diﬀerent: ἡ ἐpiuάmeia soῦ ϰtkίmdqot ἡ lesanὺ sῶm
eὐ0eiῶm leίfxm ἐrsὶm soῦ paqakkgkocqάllot. . ., i.e., “<If in a surface of a right cylinder
there are two lines,> the surface of the cylinder between the lines is greater than the paral-
lelogram . . ..” It is obvious, then, that Archimedes considers the expressions ἡ ἀposelmo-
lέmg ὑpo` sῶm eὐ0eiῶm, i.e., “<the surface> cut oﬀ by the lines,” and ἡ lesanὺ
sῶm eὐ0eiῶm, i.e., “<the surface> between the lines,” as perfectly interchangeable. The verb
ἀposέlmx, usually translated as “to cut oﬀ,” is a variant of the more common word sέlmx,
“to cut.” The latter is used far more often in SC than the former.19 But what, in SC, is the
diﬀerence in use between these two verbs?
Proposition 10 has one occurrence of ἀposέlmx in an expression of the form “cut oﬀ by
the lines,” and Proposition 11 ten occurrences, all of them equivalent to the expression
“between the lines” involving lesanύ. From the three remaining occurrences (in Proposi-
tions “0”, 32, and 39) we can deduce that the diﬀerence in use between ἀposέlmx and sέlmx
lies in the fact that the former is speciﬁcally used when the part of the ﬁgure cut oﬀ is smal-
ler than half the ﬁgure, whereas the latter can be used for any situation.20 The occurrence in
Proposition 39 is particularly illuminating: seslήr0x ἔkarrom ἡliϰtϰkίot, ὅ ἀposέlmei ἡ
AB, i.e., “let <a segment> smaller than a semicircle, which the line AB cuts oﬀ,21 be cut.”
Thus as soon as it has been established that the section that is cut oﬀ from the sphere is
smaller than the hemisphere, Archimedes already uses the verb ἀposέlmx instead of the
more generic sέlmx.
In short, in Propositions 9, 10, 11, and 12, when a segment of a cone or cylinder is deter-
mined by ἡ lesanύ . . ., “the <segment> between [. . .],” only one of the two sections is con-
sidered (owing to the use of the deﬁnite article), and it is understood that the portion cut oﬀ
is smaller than or equal to the remaining portion (because the expression with lesanύ is
equivalent to the expression with ἀposέlmx).2219 We ﬁnd 48 occurrences of sέlmx in 19 propositions (plus 236 occurrences of the nominal form
slῆla) vs 14 occurrences of sέlmx in 5 propositions (including the single occurrence of the nominal
form ἀposlῆla).
20 The ﬁrst occurrence of the verb ἀposέlmx is in the so-called Proposition 0, where it designates an
arc of circumference generated by a side of a polygon inscribed to a circle. Theoretically, this arc
could be larger than the semi-circumference, since there are no restrictions on the inscribed polygon.
However, in the context of Archimedes’ work, in which almost always regular polygons are used (to
such an extent that, for example, in Propositions 3 and 39, a regular polygon is required but the
statement does not mention this explicitly), we may safely assume that also this polygon is intended
to be regular.
21 My translation is diﬀerent from Netz’s. Note also that Netz in this sentence translates ἀposέlmx
as “cut” rather than “cut oﬀ.” He translates ἀposέlmx 10 times (all in Proposition 11) as “cut oﬀ,”
but three of the four remaining times simply as “cut,” and a nominal form ἀposlglάsxm in
Proposition 10 as “remaining.”
22 If we accept that the use of the terms “polygon” and “pyramid” in Archimedes’ SC does not
include extreme cases, it follows that the same holds for the expression ἡ ἐpiuάmeia ἡ lesanύ . . .,
“the surface between [. . .]”, all through Propositions 9–12, and probably in the Archimedean texts in
general. Moreover, it seems that Archimedes uses this expression consciously although, perhaps, it is
not yet a consolidated “formula” (in the sense of [Netz, 1999b]). It would be useful to investigate the
variations in expressions involving lesanύ, if any, in other works of Archimedes or even Euclid.
Proposition 9 of Archimedes’ On the Sphere and the Cylinder, Book I 5774. Conclusions
The objective of this article is to provide arguments to justify the fact that Archimedes
does not oﬀer any proof of what I have called UPS, a statement included in Proposition 9
of his On the Sphere and the Cylinder, Book I. I have presented mathematical arguments,
together with historical and textual ones.
In Section 1 we have recapitulated that Proposition 9 of SC.I contains an ambiguity:
there are two cases that must be studied (Case 1 and Case 2, as we have called them) in
order to demonstrate the proposition, and Archimedes does not clarify which of these
two cases he considers (or whether he treats both cases simultaneously). We have seen that
only Case 1 is mathematically relevant since Case 2 can be trivially derived from Case 1,
and that Archimedes only uses Case 1 later in SC. Besides, if only Case 1 needs to be dem-
onstrated, then one may assume that, in Fig. 1a, AC > AB ¼ BC. Under this condition,
UPS becomes a trivial statement. These arguments taken together make it plausible that
Archimedes only considers Case 1 and hence does not need to provide a proof of UPS.
To these mathematical arguments we have added historical and textual ones. As far as
the historical arguments are concerned (Section 2), we have seen that two of the earlier
commentators of Archimedes’ texts, closer to the author both in time and in their mathe-
matical skills, namely Eutocius and al-Tusi, assumed in their demonstrations (Eutocius
implicitly, and al-Tusi explicitly) that AC > AB ¼ BC. This shows that these two commen-
tators took into account only Case 1 of Proposition 9. On the other hand, modern com-
mentators and translators of Archimedes’ works, from the 17th century onwards, have
demanded a proof that embraces also Case 2. This indicates that they did not consider
AC > AB ¼ BC to be satisﬁed. As a result, since Eutocius’ proof of UPS requires this con-
dition, most of them did not understand this proof.
Regarding the textual arguments (Section 3), the demonstration of Proposition 9 uses the
singular deﬁnite article to designate the conical surface accomplishing the property that is
proved in the proposition. We have deduced that Archimedes refers to only one of the two
conical surfaces produced by the section (otherwise, he would have used either the article in
plural, the indeﬁnite article, or even no article at all). Besides, an analysis of the Greek
expressions used for this conical section suggests that it must be smaller than half the cone,
and this fact is equivalent to Case 1.
Finally, I brieﬂy consider the consequences of the widely shared opinion that UPS
should have been proved by Archimedes, and that this proof cannot be easily derived
from the text. Netz [2004, 64, note 69] mentions a very subtle one: “It would be amazing
if Archimedes, who throughout the treatise is dealing with some very subtle relations of size
between surfaces in space, would take this fundamental relation [namely, UPS] on faith.”
This would indeed be a small ﬂaw in Archimedes’ style of deduction. The essential question
is whether we can accept that for no obvious reason Archimedes expresses himself in an
incorrect way (for example, in that he refers in singular to the two surfaces that are clearly
diﬀerentiated in Proposition 9) and presents fundamental relations that we must take “on
faith,” or whether it is more likely that he simply did not provide all the details.23 In the
latter case the historian of mathematics needs to point out the simple steps that Archimedes
omitted, and, in some cases, reinterpret aspects of his work, as I have attempted in this arti-23 As some authors have remarked, it is typical of Archimedes’ style to forget or omit some details
(the “tendency to abbreviate,” in the words of Reviel Netz [2004, 81]).
578 R. Masia`-Fornoscle. In my opinion, some degree of “forgetfulness” (either intentional or unintentional) on
Archimedes’ side is more likely than the possibility of incorrect expressions and omitted
proofs for nontrivial results.
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